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Choreograph a dance
to your favorite family
song.

Everyone has different
abilities! Research
famous artists with
disabilities.

Build your own creative
vision board using
magazines and
newspapers.

Visit your local park and
collect different types of
leaves to make leaf art.

Pick out a rock and color
it together.

Create a sock puppet and
take turns making up a
story with it.

Kids, teach parents how
to take selfies - the right
way.

Trace your hands on a
sheet of paper then color
and design it.

Take turns choosing a
super power and
describe why you chose
that power.

Design your dream place
of where you would like to
live and add as much
detail as you’d like.

Decorate both sides of a
strip of paper then link
each strip to make a
heart chain.

Shade a page with the
side of a pencil, then use
an eraser to create lines
through the shading.

Create a pattern using the
first letter of your name
and flip the letter in
different directions.

Draw a portrait of a person
using only 10 lines. Now
try five lines. Can you do it
in three lines?

How might you show
blue and red dancing?
What would three colors
at play look like?

Stamp thumbprints on a
paper and decorate it as
if it were you, your
family and friends.

When you hear “accepting
Imperfection,” what does
this look like to you?
Write, draw, or dance out
your thoughts.

Host a family talent show
where each person
performs a fun song, cool
dance, or tells a story.

Explore a different
culture by cooking a
dish or listening to music
from that culture.

Draw a family tree and
see how many relatives
your family members can
add.

Grab some wooden block
letters and shapes and
decorate them to create a
meaningful sign for your
bedroom door.

If your mood was a color
today, which color would
it be? Make a drawing
using that color.

Trace the silhouette of
each family member
using white paper
against a lit wall, then
decorate each one.

Write a haiku with
objects around your
room or home.

During bedtime, make
puppets and other
shapes with your hands
and a flashlight on your
bedroom wall. 

Make shadow art! Place
favorite toys on the ground
and a piece of paper behind
them, then trace each
shadow and color in.

Have everyone fold a
paper airplane, then
see which one flies
the straightest,
farthest, or curviest. 

Create a fairy garden
using your imagination
and upcycle containers.

What is your family
favorite food or dish?
Choose a delicious
recipe to make together. 

Check out different murals
and artwork across your
city and take photos with
your favorite ones.

Write a letter or number
on paper. Now imagine
what animal or bird it looks
like and draw it!


